
TiLite Pilot
Ready for take off



My chair is so fast 
my friends have 
to run to keep up.

— Wyatt



The TiLite Pilot has built-in forward growth adjustment to 
grow with your child and maintain optimal rear wheel access. 
This gives kids the most efficient propulsion possible without 
needing to adjust or relearn their push mechanics. The TiLite 
Pilot lets kids cruise their world like never before.

Ready to grow

Built in  
forward growth

Optimal rear 
wheel access



The clean frame design features a seat pan and side panels 
that provide easy access to the adjustment bolts, making 
changes simple and intuitive. Unlike on other chairs, all 
of these adjustments can be done without compromising 
access to the rear wheels.

Designed to move

Frame designed for  
maximum stability

Easy to use wheel  
locks are within reach



The ultra-lightweight design and carbon fiber frame panels 
make it 50% lighter and a breeze for kids to navigate all the 
adventures of their great big world. Quick release wheels and 
transit tie downs mean that bringing the pilot everywhere is 
also simple for mom and dad.

Cleared for landing

Lightweight for 
easier transport



Specifications

Frame features Carbon frame with 1” lower 
aluminum tubing

Seat width 8” – 14”

Seat depth 9” – 15”

Front seat height 12” – 16.5”

Rear seat height 12” – 16”

Front frame angle Unlimited

Seat back height 11” to 13” with standard back

Center of gravity adjustment .5” – 3.5”

Transit options Transit Tie-Down, Transport

Transport weight 11 lb*

Weight limit 95 lb transit, 120 lb standard

Seat to footrest 3” – 14.5” without high mount parts
†Specifications may vary based upon configuration.  
* Weight varies by configuration and does not include rear wheels.
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